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In the last years, estimation of the functional relevance of

the assessment of lesion-specific ischemia, because isch-

a coronary artery stenosis has raised an increased inter-

emia-guided revascularization can significantly improve

est, and new imaging-derived parameters have been pro-

patient outcomes.4 CT-FFR proved superior to TAG, CTA-

posed as promising tools for this application. Invasive FFR

evaluated stenosis degree or the combination of the two in

represents nowadays the gold standard for the estimation

terms of diagnostic accuracy in the DISCOVER-FLOW and

of lesion significance, while noninvasive CT-FFR has been

DeFACTO studies.5

proposed as an alternative technique with good sensitivity

However, little is known in present about the role of

and positive predictive value for predicting an FFR <0.8,

plaque vulnerability degree in increasing the functional

which is the reference value for classifying a lesion as sig-

significance of a stenosis. Morphological and functional

nificant.

quantitative plaque assessment using CTA can provide

Transluminal attenuation gradient (TAG) by computed

us relevant information on the presence of vulnerability

tomography angiography (CTA) has been suggested to

markers inside an atheromatous plaque, with the con-

represent a faster alternative to invasive FFR or to non-

comitant calculation of parameters reflecting functional

invasive FFR-CT for assessing lesion-specific ischemia. In

significance such as TAG, myocardial perfusion, or CT-

a recent meta-analysis, corrected coronary opacification

FFR.6 A study on a limited number of patients, published

decrease was an independent predictor of major adverse

in this number of JCE by Orzan et al. shows a good correla-

cardiac events (MACE) in patients with coronary artery

tion between noninvasive TAG and invasive FFR (r = 0.7,

stenosis, adding long term prognostic value over clinical

p = 0.01) in the culprit lesions of patients with acute coro-

predictors or classical biomarkers.1 The usefulness of TAG

nary syndromes, at the same time proving that the pres-

in plaque characterization is especially obvious in highly

ence of vulnerability markers inside a plaque (an increased

calcified lesions, in which the presence of calcium pre-

amount of necrotic core or a higher plaque burden) are as-

cludes good quality imaging of the coronary plaques.2 In

sociated with higher TAG values.7 These findings suggest

these cases, TAG can significantly contribute to the re-

that the presence of vulnerability features inside a coro-

classification of stenosis degree and to choosing the most

nary plaque could increase the functional significance of

appropriate therapeutic strategy.

a coronary lesion, and that vulnerable plaques could have

It has been proposed that noninvasive CTA-based lesion-specific ischemia will represent the gatekeeper to

a stronger impact on the myocardial ischemia than nonvulnerable ones with the same morphological severity.

the cardiac catheterization laboratory in a close future, as

However, the value of this interesting study is signifi-

soon as the technique and its application will be validated

cantly altered by the low number of cases enrolled, being

by large trials.3 TAG, myocardial perfusion, and CT and

actually a pilot study. This could also represent an expla-

CT-FFR are the most common studied imaging tools for

nation for the lack of statistical significance in many of
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the associations studied, as the number of cases was not
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